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ENDOMORPHISM
RINGSANDDIRECT SUMSOF TORSION
FREE ABELIANGROUPS
BY

D. M. ARNOLD(l) AND E. L. LADY
ABSTRACT. Properties of abelian groups related to a given finite
rank torsion free abelian group A ate analyzed in terms of End (A ), the endomorphism ring of A. This point of view gives rise to generalizations
of
some classical
theorems by R. Baer and examples of pathological direct sum
decompositions
of finite rank torsion free abelian groups.

An abelian group G is A-free it G is isomorphic
copies

of an abelian

group A and A-projective

an A-free group. Define

to a direct sum of

if G is a direct summand of

SA(G) to be the subgroup of G generated

by \f(A)\f

e Homz (A, G)j.
The following properties

are considered

for a finite rank torsion free abe-

lian group A.
(I) Every A-projective

group is A-free.

(II) Every exact sequence

0 —» B —»G —»C —►0 of abelian groups,

where SA(G) + B = G and C is A-projective,
(III) Every subgroup
(IV) Every subgroup
projective.

Theorem

is split exact.

B of an A-free group with SA(B) = B is A-free.
B oí an A-projective

group with SA(B) = B is A-

1. (a) (I) is true iff every projective

right End (A)-module is free.

(b) (II) is true iff IA 4 A for all proper right ideals I of End (A).
(c) (II) and (III) are true iff End (A) is right principal
divisors.

and has no zero-

(d) (II) and (IV) are true iff End (A) is right hereditary.
Conditions

(I)—(IV) are all true if End (A) is a principal ideal domain.

Ex-

amples of groups with this property include:
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(i) rank (A) = 1;

(ii) rank (A) = 2 and the typeset

mont-Pierce

of A has more than 3 elements

(Beau-

[4]);

(iii) A is indecomposable

of finite rank and Z/pZ-dimension

{A/pA)<

1 for all primes p (Murley [l3]); and
(iv) rigid groups (Fuchs [9, p. 124]).
Suppose that / is a right ideal of End (A) with IA = A. If End (A) is
commutative,

right principal,

if A is strongly

implies
is finite.

that

or right hereditary

indecomposable

(i.e.,

then

/ = End (A). Furthermore,

nA C B © C C A for some

ß = 0 or C = 0) or Q ®z End (A) is semisimple

On the other hand, there does exist

04 n £Z

then End (A)//

a finite rank torsion

free abelian

group A and a two-sided ideal / of End (A) with IA = A and End (A)// infinite.
§4 includes

some cancellation

es of finite rank torsion
Theorem

and exchange

free abelian

groups.

properties

Most notably,

for certain

class-

we have

2. (a) // A © /7j ~ A © //, and if A and H have no quasi-sum-

mands in common then

tí üí tí..

(b) // A © K = B © C, where

A and K have no quasi-summands

in com-

mon, then A © K = B x © C j © K for some Bj C B, Cj C C.
Finally,

properties

(I)—(IV) are examined,

for the case that

rank (A) = 2,

in §5.
Basic references
groups;

are Fuchs

[8] and [9] for general

Reid [l5] for quasi-endomorphisms

sion free abelian

groups;

and Lambek

properties

of abelian

and quasi-decompositions

[12] or Bass

[3] for general

of torproperties

of rings and modules.

1. A-projective
essential
groups,

groups.

The following general

to the proofs in this section.
A an abelian

group, R the endomorphism

egory of right P-modules.

homological

Let § be the category

A left exact functor

remarks are
of abelian

ring of A and MR the cat-

//:§—»

)liR is defined

by let-

ting H(G) = Homz {A, G) and H(f)(g) = fg where f: G —*G is an abelian
group homomorphism.

Moreover, there is a right exact functor

T: MR ""• §

given by T(M) = M ®R A, regarding A as a left P-module, and T(J) = / ® 1
for a homomorphism

/: M —» M oí tight R-modules,

There is a natural

transformation

9 from T/7 to the identity

functor

on

§, where 9G: Homz (A, G) <8>R
A — G is defined by 0G(/ ® a) = f{a) fot a £
A, f £ Homz (A, G), and G an abelian
natural

transformation

group.

cf>from the identity

On the other hand, there is a

functor on mR to HT where
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<pM:M —»Homz(A, M ®R A) is given by letting
functors

and transformations

ita equivalence,
Theorem

e.g.,

are analogous

see Bass

1.1. Let A be a torsion free abelian

H from the category

of A-projective

jective

right End(A)-modules

is a category

Let JA be the category

gory of projective
ing remarks,
modules;

to those used in defining

right R-modules,

it suffices

(ii) T sends

a Mor-

[3].)

functor

Proof.

cpM(x)(a) = x ® a. (These

group of finite rank.

groups

to the category

equivalence

of A-projective

The

of pro-

with inverse

T.

groups and SR the cate-

where R = End (A). In view of the preced-

to prove that: (i) H sends A-free groups to free Rfree R-modules

to A-free groups;

and (iii) Qq'. TH(G)

—»G and <pM:M —»HT(M) ate isomorphisms for all objects

G and M of JA

and j R, respectively.

It is easy to verify that 9A: TH(A) —»A and cpR: R —»HT(R) ate isomorphisms

(regard

R as a right R-module).

Clearly

T preserves

direct sums.

Furthermore, H(2 © G¿) = Homz (A, 2 © G.) a; 2 © Homz (A, G{): since A
has finite rank, the image of A under a homomorphism into 2 © G. is contained in a subgroup generated

by finitely

many G.. Consequently,

if G is

A-free then H(G) is a free R-module and if M is a free R-module then T(M)
is A-free.

In these two cases

6G and q>M ate isomorphisms.

T commute with direct sum decompositions,
G is A-projective
Remark.

H and

0G and cpM ate isomorphisms

if

and M is R-projective.

Warfield

Corollary

Since

1.2.

[l6] proved

Theorem

1.1 for the case

Let A be a torsion free abelian

(I) is true iff every projective

rank(A)=

1.

group of finite rank. Then

right End(A)-module

Call a set J = {A¿}¿e; of abelian

that

is free.

groups semirigid

if there is a partial

ordering on the index set, /, such that i < / iff Homz (A¿, A.) 4 0. Define
j _ to be the class

of groups

isomorphic

Corollary 1.3. Ler j - \A^i&
groups of finite

be a semirigid

sums of groups in j .

set of torsion free abelian

rank such that (I) is true for all A in Î.

rect sum decompositions

particular,

to direct

of an j-

group G have isomorphic

every summand of G is an j_

that

G(i) is either

B is a countable

In

groups.

Thus if B © C

groups (e.g., see Fuchs fe, p. 49]).

summand of G. Now G = 2.6. © G(i), where

0 or a direct sum of groups isomorphic

2¿e/ © ß(z'), where each

refinements.

group.

Proof. Note that G is a direct sum of countable

= G then B is a direct sum of countable
So assume

Then any two di-

B(i) is either

to A.. But B =

0 or a summand of G(z') (Charles

[5]).
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By Corollary

1.2, each

from the observation
same cardinal

that two A -free groups

number of summands

Remark.
theorem

ß(z') is an A -free group.

Corollary

(e.g.,

see Fuchs

are isomorphic

isomorphic

1.3 includes

The corollary

now follows

iff they have the

to A ..

the classical

Baer-Kulikov-Kaplansky

[9, p. 114]) and a theorem

by Murley [14] as spe-

cial cases.
2. Splitting
Theorem

and quasi-splitting

2.1.

exact sequences.

Let A be a finite

rank torsion

free abelian

group.

Then

(II) is true iff IA 4 A for all proper right ideals I of End (A).
Proof.

(«= ) It is sufficient

to prove that every exact

sequence

0 —>B

—» G -£• A —»0 of abelian groups with Sa{G) + B = G is split exact.
Define / = \nh\h: A —»GÎ, a right ideal of R. Then clearly IA = A. By
assumption,

/ = End (A) so there is some

h: A —» G with

nh = 1, Consequent-

ly, (II) is true for A.
(=>) Let / be a right ideal of R = End(A) with IA = A and choose a
free right P-module

P with an epimorphism

rr: P —» /. The map p: I ®R A

—•A induced by p{x ® a)=. xa is epic since

IA = A. Since

T{-) is right

exact, T{n): T{P) — T{i) is epic so ff= pT{n): P ®R A — A is epic.

But P

®R A is an abelian group with SA{P ®R A) = P ®R A so that cr: P ®R A
—• A splits. In particular, H{a): HT{P) — //(A) is epic. Let i: / -»/7(A) be
the inclusion

map. Then

phism (Theorem
Theorem

1.1).

2.2.

and that either

in = tí{o)cf}p, where

Consequently,

Suppose

that

A is strongly

cf>p: P —►HT(P)

z is epic and /= //(A)=

A is a finite

rank torsion

indecomposable,

is an isomor/?.

free abelian

group

Q ®z End (A) is semisimple

or End (A) is commutative. If I is a right ideal of End (A) with IA = A then

End (A)// is finite.
Proof.

We prove that if IA = A then

monomorphisms

are units in Q ®z End (A), there isa

b for some nonzero
finite

(e.g.,

bounded

integer

End(A)

and contained

If A is strongly
nilpotent

/ contains

n. Thus

is torsion

BEnd(A)

free of finite

in a finite

direct

indecomposable

a monomorphism

/. Since

g £ End (A) with fg =

C / C End (A) and End{A)/l
rank so End (A)/BEnd(A)

sum of copies

then every

is

of Q/Z).

0 4 f £ End (A) is monic or

(Reid [15]). Moreover, every nil ideal of End (A) is nilpotent

Q ®z End (A) is artinian)
Assume

that

End (A). Then

so / must contain

End (A) is commutative

(since

a monomorphism.

and IA = A fot some ideal

Q ®z End(A) is commutative,

is

Q ®z A is a finitely

/ of

generated
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Q ®z End(A)-module and (Q ®z I)(Q ®z A)= Q ®z A. Consequently,
(1 + y)(Q ®z A ) = 0 for some y eQ ®z I (Kaplansky [10, Theorem 76]).
But this means that
Finally,
theorem

Corollary

/ contains

an integer.

Q ®z / is principal

and the

easily.
2.3.

such that either

Suppose

that

A is strongly

is commutative.

A is a finite

rank torsion

indecomposable,

free abelian

group

Q ®z End (A) is semisimple

If

(*)

0 — B — G -^ C -> 0

is an exact sequence

and C is a finite
(i.e.,

that

if Q ®z End (A) is semisimple then

follows

or End(A)

y = -1 and it follows

of torsion

free abelian

rank A-projective

groups

group then

there is 8: C —>G with zrS = n for some

such that

SA(G) + B = G

(*) is a quasi-split

sequence

0 4 n e Z).

Proof. Let C = A and / = \nh: h eHomz(A, G)j, a right ideal of End (A)
with IA = A. By 2.2, zzEnd(A) C / Ç End (A) for some 0 4 « e Z. Consequently,
n = n8 for some 8 eHomz(A,

G), The corollary

now follows in case

C is

A-projective.
Corollary

2.4. If A is a finite rank torsion free abelian

End (A) is commutative

or right principal

then

group and if

(II) is true for A.

Proof. By 2.1 it suffices to prove that if / is a right ideal of A with IA
= A then / = End (A) = R. If R is right principal then / = /R and /(A) = A
for some f el.
Assume

Thus / is a unit in R and / = R.

that

R is commutative.

By Theorem 2.2, R/I is finite,

say nR C

ICR tot some 0 4 n e Z. Let R = R/nR, T = l/nR and Ä = A/72A.Then R
is commutative,

A is a finitely

generated

R-module

and I A = A. Once again,

(1 + y)(A)=* 0 for some y e I. Thus (l + y)(A) C rzA so that 1 + y e 72R and
1 e I + nR = I. This proves that R = /.
Remark.

If End (A) is a nonprincipal

(II) but not (I). Corollary

Dedekind domain then A satisfies

2.4, for the case that rank (A) = 1, is a well-known

theorem of Baer (Fuchs [9, p. 114]).
Example

2.5. Let A = B © C be a finite rank torsion free abelian

group

with SB(C) = C and SC(B) = 0 (e.g., B = Z and C has no free summands).
Then there is a two-sided ideal / of End (A) such that IA = A and End (A)//
is infinite.

Proof. Let I=\f e End (A): f(C) = O!, a two-sided ideal of End (A) since
C is fully invariant. Then A = Sß{A)= ¡A and Z7rc C End (A)// where J7C:
A —' C is a projection

map.
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Remark.

strongly

The following

indecomposable

/ = End(A)?

is yes if rank(A)

of A-free groups.

of A-free groups with 5^(ß)
right P-modules,

where

and summands.

remains

open:

< 2 (see §5).

Let oA be the category

= B and SR the category

R = End(A).

We write

Note that

t(G) fot the torsion

then

free.

vA is closed

that

End(A)

End(A)-module
Theorem

R = End(A)

sums

group

But if G is a right R-module, where

R = End(A),

free (the examples

be a non-Dedekind

Assume

that

domain

functor

are somewhat

such that

in a forthcoming

A is a finite

and that Q ®z R is semisimple.

lent to the identity

under direct

of an abelian

groups then

and will be contained
3.1.

B

of free

free abelian

G ®R A may not be torsion

require

of subgroups

of submodules

subgroup

It is well known that if A and G are torsion
G ®z A is torsion

Is it true that if A is

and / is a right ideal of End(A) with IA = A then

The answer

3. Subgroups

question

on $>A, where

complicated,

A is not a flat

paper).

rank torsion

Then

G.

free abelian

UH is naturally

//(-) = Homz(A,

-) and

group,

equiva-

U{-) =

{- ®R A)/t{- ®R A).
Proof.

Let M be a submodule

R is semisimple,
induces

of the free right R-module

Q ®z A is a flat Q ®z R-module.

a monomorphism

L. Since

The inclusion

Q ®z

i: M —» L

h: Q ®z M ®R A—»g ®z L ®R A. Moreover,

there

are monomorphisms /: U(M) — Q ®z M ®R A and g: U(L) —»Q ®z L ®R A
induced

by f(m ® a) = 1 ® m ® a and g(l ® a) = 1 ® / ® a, respectively.

But gz

= hf, where

ly, i

i : U{M) —» U{L) is the map induced

is monic and U(M) £ i>A since
Let

ß be a subgroup

(//7(B) -flis

by i. Consequent-

U(L) is A-free (Theorem

of an A-free group

G with 5/l(ß)=

1.1).
ß.

Then

epic (since SAiB) = B). Furthermore, 6GUli{i)=i9B

z: B —* G and öß is monic since
ally equivalent

to the identity

#G is an isomorphism.

Thus

öß:

where

UH is natur-

functor on aA.

Remark. If Q ®z End(A) is semisimple then A is a flat End(A)-module
iff the torsion

subgroup

of / ®R A is 0 for all finitely

generated

right ideals

/ of End(A) = R. In particular, if End(A) is right hereditary then A is flat.
Corollary
(a)

3.2.

Let A be a finite rank torsion free abelian

(II) and (III) are true iff End(A)

is right principal

group.

with no zero-divisors.

(b) (II) and (IV) are true iff End(A) is right hereditary.
Proof.

The proof of (a) is similar

to the proof of (b).

(b) (<=) If End(A) is right hereditary then Q ®z End(A) is right hereditary and artinian,

hence

semisimple

Thus (IV) is a consequence

(a consequence

of Theorem 3.L

of Nakayama's

lemma).
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To prove (II) suppose that / is a right ideal of End(A) with ¡A = A.
Since / is projective, / a* HT(I). But T(I) <s¿IA = A so l m End(A), i.e., /
is right principal.

Now apply Corollary

(b) ( =») Let

/ be a nonzero

2.4 to see that (II) is true.

right ideal of R = End(A)

and choose

a free

R-module P with an epimorphism U: P — I. Since T(I1): T(P) —»T(l) is
epic, there is an epimorphism

o: T(P) —• IA. By (IV), IA is A-projective

and,

by (II), a is split. Thus H(6) : HT(P) — H(IA) is epic. Let z: / — H(IA) be
the inclusion

map. Since

ill = H(o)<pp and cpp is an isomorphism,

and / ca H(IA). But ¡A is A-projective
Remark.

Special

Baer-Kolettis

cases

(see Fuchs

so / is a projective

of Corollary

z is epic

right R-module.

3.2 include a classical

theorem by

[9, p. 114]) and a theorem of Murley [14].

4. Direct sum decompositions

and cancellation.

As a further application

of the equivalence in Theorem 1.1, we prove an exchange theorem with some
interesting
applications.
Theorem

4.1.

Let G be a finite rank torsion free abelian

A © K = B © C. If no quasi-summand
summand

of K then there exist

group and G =

of A is quasi-isomorphic

decompositions

to any quasi-

B = B, ffi B,, C = C. © C,

so that G = Bj © Cj © K = A © B2 © Cr

Proof. Let H = Homz(G, -), R = End(G), and let N be the nil radical of
R. If X and Y ate summands of G then, by Theorem IA, X m Y iff H(X)

=* H(Y). Also H(X) ä H(Y) iff X =* y where X = H(X)/H(X)N (e.g., see
Bass

[3, p. 90]).

cipal) right ideals

Furthermore
in R/N,

X and Y ate finitely
Conversely,

generated

(in fact, prin-

if W is any summand of X then there

exists a summand P of /7(X) such that W = P/PN (e.g., Bass [3, p. 88-90]).
Thus

W = H(W)/H(W)N, where

W corresponds

to P via Theorem

1.1 (in fact,

W= PG).
Furthermore,

right ideals

iff Q ®z X ^ Q ®z Y as

in Q ®z (R/N): given an isomorphism

with inverse

nxp(Y)CX.

X and Y ate quasi-isomorphic

xp, there exists

an integer

cp: Q ®ZX <^ Q ®z Y

n 4 0 such that ncp(X) C Y and

Thus ncp and nxp induce maps between

H(X) and H(Y) and so,

via Theorem 1.1, there are maps cp': X —• Y and xp': Y —• X such that <^V'

= n = xp cp , Therefore,

X and y are quasi-isomorphic.

The other direction

is

similar but easier.
Applying

the preceding

remarks

to the decomposition

G = A(ÖK

= B®

C we get G = A + K = B + C. Since Q ®z (R/N) = Q ®z G is a finite dimensional

algebra

quasi-summands

with trivial nil radical,

of A and K correspond

it is semisimple.

The minimal

to the simple submodules of Q ®z A
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and Q ®z K. Since any nontrivial
is an isomorphism,

horaomorphisms

that there are no nontrivial

from Q ®z A to Q ®z K or conversely,

there are no nontrivial
Thus

homomorphism between simple modules

it follows from the hypothesis
homomorphisms

A and K ate fully invariant

between

submodules

and consequently

A and K in either direction.
of G, so that G = ßj © ß2

© Cj © C2 with ßj © B2 = B, Cj © C2 = C, B, © Cj = Ä, and B~2© C~2
= K, We can lift these decompositions

Cj © C2 for suitable

of B and C to get ß = ßj © ß2< C =

B¿ and C^ Furthermore, Bj © Cj » A, B2® C2^

K and //(G) = //(Bj) + //(Cj) + //(K) + N = //(A) + //(B2) + //(C2) + N. By
Nakayama's

lemma, the N in this equation can be omitted.

Since, for any

summand X of G, we have X = H(X)G, it follows that G = Bj + Cj + K=A
+ B2 + C2. Adding up ranks guarantees

As a special
Corollary
isomorphic

that these

sums must be direct.

we have the following:

4.2. // A © K =* A © Kj and no quasi-summand

to any quasi-summand

Corollary

strongly

case,

4.3.

of K then

of A is quasi-

K ^ K..

Let F = {A .}.fi. be a set of mutally non-quasi-isomorphic

indecomposable

finite rank groups.

Let E_ be the class

direct sums of groups in F- and let G = B © C £ E-.
(a) B = 2 © ß(z'), where each

of finite

Then

ß(z') is an A .-projective

group.

(b) // each A. has property (I) then B is an E_ group and G has the

Krull-Schmidt property.
In particular,

Corollary

rank indecomposable
primes

4.3 applies

groups

to the case

E = ë, the class

A with the Z/pZ-dimension

of finite

of A/pA < 1 fot all

p [141. It then follows that ë_ groups have the Krull-Schmidt

prop-

erty.

The same basic pattern can be used to prove a theorem slightly differ-

ent from Theorem 4.1:
Theorem

4.4. // G is a finite rank torsion free abelian

ffi K = B © C, where no quasi-summand

summand of C, then G = A(BB.®Cfor
Proof. Using the notation
0, so that A ÇB.

Thus

group and G = A

of A is quasi-isomorphic

to any quasi-

some B.ÇB.

and techniques

of Theorem 4.1, HomR(A, C) =

ß = A © Bl and the conclusion

follows

as in Theo-

rem 4.1.
The following
that every torsion

theorem may be deduced from the recent

proof by Lady [ll]

free abelian group of finite rank has (up to isomorphism)

at most a finite number of summands.

This proof used some deep results

of
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classical

ring theory.

theoretic

in nature.

Theorem 4.5.
that End(A)

On the other hand, the following

are group

Let A be a torsion free abelian group of finite rank such

has no zero-divisors

sion free finite

arguments

rank abelian

and is right principal.

group H there are,

Then for any tor-

up to isomorphism,

only

finitely many groups Hl such that A®H^A®Hl.

Proof. Let G = A ® H = At® Hl with A ~ Aj and let a and al be
the projections
Assume

of G onto A and Aj with kernels
A n H. 4 0. Then the restriction

But A ~ Aj and nonzero endomorphisms

at(A) = 0. Thus A Ç //j and Hl=A®D
© A © D, so that /7~Aj©

D~A©D

H and //j, respectively.

of <x, to A is not monic.

of A are monic, so it follows that

where D = H n Hr Then G = Aj
= /7r Similarly, we dispose of the

case A^n H 4 0.
Nowsuppose G = A©/7 = A1©H1 with A at Av A O H^ = 0, A , n /7 = 0,
and suppose

that

// and Z/j are not isomorphic,

Choose an A-free subgroup

K C H of maximal rank such that

K is a quasi-summand

a pure subgroup

K ® C has finite index in //. Since A has

C C H such that

property (III) and (SA(H) + C)/C is quasi-isomorphic
{SA(H) + C)/C

is A-free.

. H with SA{H)+C=B
5^ commutes

Let

By property (II) there is an A-free subgroup

Cj = 0 and ^(ß)

group of //j

Since An//j=A.O

© Gj has finite

an A-free subgroup

of G onto // and //j

has finite index in //,.

generated

B of

sums).

<7and r/j be the projections
and rj^H)

to H/C ==•K,

@C (and B ~ K). Then SA(tf) = B © SA{C) (since

with direct

and A j, respectively.
phisms

of tí. Then there is

by r/j(C).

with kernels

A

H = 0, r¡ and 77. are monomorNow ^(B)

index in //p

The previous

Bj of SA(Hj) with saWj)=

where

is A-free, ^(ß)

O

C, is the pure sub-

argument now applies

Bj © ^(Cj).

to give

Necessarily,

Bj « B.
There is a nonzero integer

fl77j(G)= njM

VAC)=

©b//)Ç77j(bA

b such that nH Ç B © C Ç H. Now b/Y, ■

©B ©C)C5'/1(ß1)+}71(C).

Bj © >7j(C) then the proof would be complete.

If 5j4(/7I) +

For n is independent

of Hv and Bj © í71(C)ä ß © G, so H1 ä //' where b(B © C)C //' Ç ß ©
C. Since
such //'.

(ß © C)/n(B

© C) is a finite group, there are only finitely

many

To show that SA{H^ + rj^C) = B1 ® n^C), we need to show that SA(Hj)

Ç Bj © ^(C).

Since SA{Hj) = Bj © ^(Ct),

this amounts to showing that
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SA^C0^

l^C).

We claim first that SA(C^ C H. Otherwise there is a map

/: A —» C. such that

af 4 0 and af is a monomorphism

It readily follows that f(A) is a quasi-summand
an A-free quasi-summand

Fuchs-Loonstra
free abelian

....

B © af(A) is

of K. Thus

S/f/) Ç B ©C and ^(Cj) = nA\SA(C^)C

= t}A\C). This completes the proof.
[9, p. 138] showed that for any n > 2 there is a torsion

group G of rank 3 such that G = A¿ © /j\, 1 < i <s

A } is a set of isomorphic

H. is quasi-isomorphic
examples

Corollary

where |Aj,

groups of rank I; f/f 96 H. iff z = /'; and each

to A. © B for some rank

(A.) and type (B) ate incomparable.
these

af; A —» A).

of C., so that

of H, contradicting the maximality

SA(C^CH, and so ^(Cj)Ç
(nj(ß) © 7Jj(C)) nCj

(since

1 group B such that type

The following

corollary

indicates

that

were well chosen.

4.6 (J. Cook [6]).

Assume that

G is a torsion

free abelian

group of rank 3.
(a) Suppose that G = Aj©
1 groups,

and that

Hl and H2 are not isomorphic.

morphic and H2 (hence

a rank

Hl = A2 © H2, where A j and A2 are rank

f/j)

is quasi-isomorphic

1 group such that type (A A and type (Bj)

(b) G has at most a finite

Then A. and A, are isoto A, © B,, where

B.

is

are not comparable.

number of nonequivalent

direct

sum decompo-

sitions.

Proof,

(a) By Corollary

for some Bj.
B.

If type

(Beaumont-Pierce

H2, contradicting

4.2, H2 must be quasi-isomorphic

(Aj) and type (BA ate comparable,
[4]) so that

G is completely

the assumptions.

are not comparable.

Consequently,

to Aj © Bj

then

H2 ä Aj ©

decomposable
type

(Aj)

and Hl ä

and type

(Bj)

As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, Aj n H2 = A2 n //j = 0,

so it follows that A, and A, are quasi-isomorphic,

hence isomorphic,

since

both Aj and A- are rank 1 groups.

(b) is now a consequence

of (a) and Theorem 4.5.

5. Groups of rank 2. A torsion free abelian group is homogeneous
two pure rank 1 subgroups
Corollary

5.1.

if any

are isomorphic.

Let A be a strongly

indecomposable

torsion

free abelian

group of rank 2.
(a) (II) is true for A.
(b) // A is not homogeneous

is A-free.

then every finite

rank A-projective

group

ENDOMORPHISM
RINGS AND DIRECT SUMS
Proof, (a) In this case,

End(A) is commutative
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(e.g., Beaumont-Pierce

[4] or Reid [l5]), so Corollary 2.4 applies.
(b) It is known that Q ®z End(A) is either
angular matrices

Q or the ring of 2 x 2 tri-

over Q with equal diagonal elements

[4] or Reid [l5]).

In the first case,

(see Beaumont-Pierce

End(A) is a principal

ideal domain, so

(I) is true by Corollary 1.2.
In the second

case

cipal ideal domain,
jective

5-modules

S = End(A)/N

is a subring

where N is the nil radical.
are free so finitely

of Q and thus is a prin-

Thus finitely

generated

projective

are free (see proof of Theorem 4.1). Now apply Corollary
Theorem 5.2.

algebraic
exists

Let R be a nonprincipal

number field,

a strongly

The subgroup
exactly

group of R, then [A]-

n in the Krull-Schmidt-Grothendieck

rank torsion

free abelian

in a quadratic

ideal in R. Then there

rank 2 group A such that

¡A is a summand of A © A but is not A-free.

of I in the ideal class

pro-

1.2.

ring of integers

and let I be a nonprincipal

indecomposable

generated

End(A)-modules

End(A) ~ R.
If n is the order

[lA] is an element

of order

group of the category

of finite

groups.

Proof. There exists a rank 2 group A with End(A) ~ R by [171. Since
R is an integral

domain, A is strongly indecomposable.

= /A is A-projective.
B©...©

(Note that lA ~ / ®R A, since

B <^ A®>"

© R (b summands).

® A (n summands),

Now we claim that

of the Krull-Schmidt-Grothendieck
an isomorphism

R-module.
jective

group.

M = P ® S, where

Since

different

an isomorphism
elements

well-known

M is a finite rank torsion

free

and S has no pro-

domain, this implies

that

maps S onto itself

and thus

R ® P and / © P. Since R and / represent

in the ideal class

structure

Dedekind domains.

elements

it would be true that

P is projective

R is a Dedekind

between

/=</?©...

free group L. Applying Homz(A, *)

HomR(S, / © P) = 0, so the above isomorphism
induces

Also

/©•••©

Otherwise,

R ® M ^ I ® M where

Now write

summands.

1.1, B

[A] and [ß] are distinct

A® L a; B © L for some finite rank torsion
yields

since

By Theorem
/ is projective.)

group, this is in contradiction

theory for finitely generated

projective

to the

modules over

Thus we have shown that [A] - [ß] is a nontrivial

ment in the Krull-Schmidt-Grothendieck
r is a proper divisor of n then /©•••©

group with order dividing
/ (r summands)

ele-

n. Now if

is isomorphic

to

R ©. • • © R © r. It follows that ß © • • • © B a- A ® • • • © A © ÍA. Since the
argument

above

shows

that

[lrA] 4 [A], we see that

r{[A] - [ß]) 4 0.
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By using a theorem of Zassenhaus

Corner [7], we can construct
ring.

It follows

such examples

of every algebraic

free abelian

number field (as announced

number

group for the category

groups contains

5.3. There is a homogeneous

theorem of

where R is any algebraic

that the Krull-Schmidt-Grothendieck

of finite rank torsion
Example

[17] or the well-known

a copy of the class

group

by Arnold [l]).

strongly

indecomposable

group

A of rank 2 and a subgroup B of A such that Sa(b) - B, A/B is finite and
B is not A-projective

(in particular,

B and A are not isomorphic).

more, every finite rank A-projective
Proof.

integers.

By

[17], there is a rank 2 group A with End(A) = R. Let / be the

ideal of R generated
Then

group is A-free.

Let R = Z + 2Zi, a subring of the ring of Gaussian

Zassenhaus

Further-

by {2, 2z'i, a nonprincipal

B = IA has the desired

properties.

the observation

that every invertible

itely generated

projective

nonprojective

ideal of R.

The latter statement

follows

ideal of R is principal

R-module

is a direct

from

and every fin-

sum of ideals

of R.
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